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Abstract
We consider an elliptic problem of Ambrosetti–Prodi type involving critical Sobolev exponent. We prove
that this problem has solutions blowing up near the boundary of the domain.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we continue to investigate the multiplicity of solutions for the following elliptic
problem involving critical Sobolev exponent
{
−u = u2∗−1+ + λu− s1ϕ1, in Ω,
u = 0, on ∂Ω, (1.1)
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302 G. Li et al. / J. Differential Equations 227 (2006) 301–332where Ω is a bounded domain in RN , λ and s1 will be specified later, λ1 is the first eigenvalue
of (−,H 10 (Ω)), ϕ1 > 0 is the eigenfunction corresponding to λ1 with maxy∈Ω ϕ1(y) = 1,
u+ = max(u,0) and 2∗ = 2N/(N − 2), N  3.
Problem (1.1) is a kind of Ambrosetti–Prodi problem. Since the early 1970s, it has been a
problem of considerable interest to understand the existence and the number of solutions of the
following elliptic problems of Ambrosetti–Prodi type:
{−u = g(u)− s¯ϕ1(x), in Ω,
u = 0, on ∂Ω, (1.2)
where g(t) satisfies limt→−∞ g(t)t = ν < λ1, limt→+∞ g(t)t = μ > λ1. Here μ = +∞ and
ν = −∞ are allowed. It is well known that the location of μ,ν with respect to the spectrum
of (−,H 10 (Ω)) plays an important role in the existence of solutions for problem (1.1). See, for
example, [1,4,5,8–10,13–15,18–20], and especially [3,11] for a survey. Let 0 < λ1 < λ2  · · ·
λi  · · · be the eigenvalues of the Laplacian operator − in a bounded domain Ω , subject to the
Dirichlet boundary condition. In the pioneering paper [1], Ambrosetti and Prodi showed that if
0 < ν < λ1 < μ < λ2, and g(t) is convex, then (1.2) has exactly two solutions for s¯ > 0 large
enough. On the other hand, if λ2 <μ< λ3, it was proved by Hofer [12] and Solimini [21] that if
s¯ > 0 is large enough, then (1.2) has four solutions. In view of the results in [1,12,21], Lazer and
McKenna made a conjecture in [13] that if μ = +∞ and g(t) does not grow too fast at infinity,
(1.2) has an unbounded number of solutions as s¯ → +∞.
There were several works relating to the Lazer–McKenna conjecture in the partial differential
equation setting. Firstly, Breuer, McKenna and Plum showed in [3] that (1.2) has at least four
solutions if g(t) = t2 and Ω is the unit square in R2 by using a partially numerical method.
Secondly, Dancer and the second author proved in [6] that the Lazer–McKenna conjecture is true
if g(t) = |t |p , where p ∈ (1,+∞) for N = 2, p ∈ (1, (N + 2)/(N − 2)) for N  3. We remark
that for the nonlinearity g(t) = |t |p , ν = −∞ and μ = +∞. In the case that ν is finite, it is
shown in [7] that the Lazer–McKenna conjecture is also true if g(t) = tp+ + λt , λ ∈ (−∞, λ1),
N  3 and p ∈ (1, (N + 2)/(N − 2)).
We assume that λ and s1 satisfy one of the following conditions:
(1) λ ∈ (0, λ1) and s1 > 0;
(2) λ ∈ (λi, λi+1) for some i  1, and s1 < 0.
In [16], we proved that the number of the solutions of (1.1) is unbounded as |s1| → +∞, if
N  7 and λ and s1 satisfy (1) or (2). Thus, the Lazer–McKenna conjecture is true for (1.1) if
N  7 and λ ∈ (0, λ1). The solutions obtained in [16] blow up at some points near the maximum
points of the function ϕ1. In this paper, we will construct solutions for (1.1), which blow up near
some points on the boundary. We can obtain these solutions if N  6. Obviously, these solutions
are different from the those obtained in [16]. Especially, we also show that the Lazer–McKenna
conjecture is true for the nonlinearity in (1.1) if N  6 and the domain Ω is a ball.
It is easy to see that (1.1) has a negative solution
us1 = −
s1
ϕ1.
λ1 − λ
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−u = (u− sϕ1)2∗−1+ + λu, in Ω,
u = 0, on ∂Ω, (1.3)
s = s1
λ1−λ > 0.
The functional corresponding to (1.3) is
Is(u) = 12
∫
Ω
(|Du|2 − λu2)− 1
2∗
∫
Ω
(u− sϕ1)2∗+ , u ∈ H 10 (Ω).
Our first result is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Assume N  6, λ and s1 satisfy (1) or (2). Let Γ be a closed connected set of
∂Ω , with miny∈∂Γ (− ∂ϕ1(y)∂n ) > miny∈Γ (− ∂ϕ1(y)∂n ), where n is the outward unit normal of ∂Ω at
y ∈ ∂Ω . Then, there is a s0 > 0, such that for s  s0, (1.3) has a solution us , such that
|Dus |2 ⇀SN/2δx0 , as s → +∞,
for some x0 ∈ Γ satisfying
−∂ϕ1(x0)
∂n
= min
y∈Γ
(
−∂ϕ1(y)
∂n
)
,
where S is the best Sobolev constant of the embedding from D1,2(RN) to L2∗(RN), and δx0 is
the Dirac measure at x0.
Note that miny∈∂Γ (− ∂ϕ1(y)∂n ) > miny∈Γ (− ∂ϕ1(y)∂n ) implies the function − ∂ϕ1(y)∂n has a local
minimum point inside Γ . If ∂Γ is empty, then Γ is a connected component of ∂Ω . A direct
consequence of Theorem 1.1 is that for each connected component of ∂Ω , if s is large, then (1.3)
has a solution, which blows up near a global minimum point of − ∂ϕ1(y)
∂n
on this component.
Another direct consequence of Theorem 1.1 is that if Ω is a ball, (1.3) has a nonradial solu-
tion. Thus, rotating this nonradial solution, we see that (1.3) has infinitely many solutions. But
mathematically speaking, all these solutions are the same. Our next result shows that (1.3) has
more and more different solutions as s → +∞.
Theorem 1.2. Assume N  6, λ and s1 satisfy (1) or (2). Suppose that Ω is the ball in RN
with radius R > 0, centred at the origin. Then for any integer k > 1, there exists a sk , such that
for s  sk , (1.3) has a solution us,k , such that
|Dus,k|2 ⇀SN/2
k−1∑
j=0
δxj ,
as s → +∞, where xj = (R cos 2jπ ,R sin 2jπ ,0, . . . ,0), j = 0, . . . , k − 1.k k
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(1.1) if N  6 and the domain Ω is a ball.
It is easy to see that if λ and s1 satisfy (1), Is(u) has the mountain pass structure. So we
define
cs = inf
u∈H 10 (Ω),u =0
max
t0
Is(tu).
Since Is(u) does not satisfy the PS condition, in order to prove that cs is a critical value of Is(u),
we need to check that cs is strictly less then the least constant, at which the PS condition fails.
We have:
Theorem 1.3. If N  6, λ and s1 satisfy (1), then cs is a critical value of Is(u). Moreover, as
s → +∞, the solution us with critical value cs satisfies
(i) let μ(N−2)/2s := maxy∈Ω us(y), and xs ∈ Ω be a point with us(xs) = maxy∈Ω us(y). Then,
d(xs, ∂Ω) ∼ s−2(N−4)/(N2−6N+4), and μs ∼ s2(N−2)/(N2−6N+4). Moreover, up to a subse-
quence, xs → x0 ∈ ∂Ω , and
−∂ϕ1(x0)
∂n
= min
y∈∂Ω
(
−∂ϕ1(y)
∂n
)
;
(ii) |Dus |2 ⇀SN/2δx0 .
In [11], it was proved that (1.1) has a mountain pass solution if N  7. Here, we prove not
only the existence of a mountain pass solution if N  6, but we also give the profile of this
solution as s1 → +∞. Moreover, it follows from Theorem 1.1 that (1.1) has more solutions if
∂Ω has more connected components. See also Remark 2.4.
By (i) of Theorem 1.3, we have μsd(xs, ∂Ω) → +∞ as s → +∞. Thus, the limit problem
corresponding to the mountain pass solution of (1.3) is a problem in RN . This result presents
a striking difference between the critical case and the subcritical case, where the limit problem
corresponding to the mountain pass solution is a problem in half space. See [6].
This paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we will use the reduction method to prove
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In Section 3, we will prove the existence of mountain pass solutions for
(1.1) if s1 and λ satisfy (1). We put all the basic estimates in Appendices A and B.
2. Construction of solutions blowing up near the boundary
In this section, we assume that N  6.
For any x¯ ∈ RN , μ¯ > 0, denote
Ux¯,μ¯(y) = c0μ¯
(N−2)/2
2 2 (N−2)/2 ,(1 + μ¯ |y − x¯| )
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use the following notations:
U = U0,1, ∂U
∂μ¯
= ∂U0,μ¯
∂μ¯
∣∣∣∣
μ¯=1
and
∂U
∂x¯i
= ∂Ux¯,1
∂x¯i
∣∣∣∣
x¯=0
, i = 1, . . . ,N.
Let PUx¯,μ¯ be the solution of{
PUx¯,μ¯ = Ux¯,μ¯, in Ω,
PUx¯,μ¯ = 0, on ∂Ω.
For any u,v ∈ H 10 (Ω), we define
〈u,v〉 =
∫
Ω
DuDv, ‖u‖ = 〈u,u〉1/2.
For any integer k > 0, xj ∈ Ω , μj ∈ R1+, j = 1, . . . , k, we define
Ex,μ,k =
{
ω: ω ∈ H 10 (Ω),
〈
ω,
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂μj
〉
=
〈
ω,
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂xj,h
〉
= 0,
h = 1, . . . ,N, j = 1, . . . , k
}
.
For s > 0 and k ∈ N, let
Ms,k =
{
(x,μ): xj ∈ Ω, d(xj , ∂Ω) ∈
[
c˜0s
−2(N−4)/(N2−6N+4), c˜1s−2(N−4)/(N
2−6N+4)],
μj ∈
[
c˜0s
2(N−2)/(N2−6N+4), c˜1s2(N−2)/(N
2−6N+4)], |xi − xj | τ,
∀i, j = 1, . . . , k, i = j},
where τ > 0 and c˜0 > 0 are small constants, and c˜1 > 0 is a large constant, x = (x1, . . . , xk),
μ = (μ1, . . . ,μk).
We will prove that (1.3) has a solution of the form
us =
k∑
j=1
PUxs,j ,μs,j +ωs,xs ,μs,k, (2.1)
for some (xs,μs) ∈ Ms,k and ωs,xs ,μs,k ∈ Exs,μs,k with ‖ωs,xs ,μs,k‖ → 0 as s → +∞.
Define
Js(x,μ,ω) = Is
(
k∑
PUxj ,μj +ω
)
, (x,μ) ∈ Ms,k, ω ∈ Ex,μ,k.j=1
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∂Js(x,μ,ω)
∂ω
= 0,
i.e., ω is a critical point of Js(x, s,ω) in H 10 (Ω) with respect to ω for fixed (x,μ), then
I ′s
(
k∑
j=1
PUxj ,μj +ω
)
= 0
and
∑k
j=1 PUxj ,μj +ω will be a solution of (1.3), where I ′s denotes the Fréchet derivative of the
functional Is .
So we first prove that there is an s0 > 0 such that for any s  s0, k ∈ N and for any fixed
(x,μ) ∈ Ms,k , there is a ωs,x,μ,k ∈ Ex,μ,k and Aj = Aj(x,μ), Bjh = Bjh(x,μ) ∈ R with
∂Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,k)
∂ω
=
k∑
j=1
Aj
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂μj
+
k∑
j=1
N∑
h=1
Bjh
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂xj,h
. (2.2)
Then we locate (xs,μs) such that
Aj = Aj(xs,μs) = 0, Bjh = Bjh(xs,μs) = 0 for 1 j  k, 1 hN,
and hence
∂Js
∂ω
(xs,μs,ωs,xs ,μs,k) = 0.
It is well known that if (xs,μs) is a critical point of Js(x,μ), then the corresponding constants Aj
and Bjh are equal to zero (see, for example, [2,17]). Thus we reduce the problem of finding solu-
tions of (1.3) to a finite-dimensional problem: to find critical point (xs,μs) of Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,k)
in Ms,k such that corresponding to this (xs,μs), all the constants Aj and Bjh in (2.2) are zero.
So (1.3) has a solution of the form (2.1).
Throughout this paper, we will use the notation dj = d(xj , ∂Ω) for any xj ∈ Ω .
Proposition 2.1. There is an s0 > 0, such that for each s  s0, there exists a C1-map from Ms,k
to H 10 (Ω) given by (x,μ) → ωs,x,μ,k , such that ωs,x,μ,k ∈ Ex,μ,k , and (2.2) holds. Moreover, we
have
‖ωs,x,μ,k‖ = O
(
k∑
j=1
(
1
μ1+σj
+ (dj s)
(1+σ)/2
μ
(1+σ)(N−2)/4
j
+ 1
(djμj )(N−2+σ)/2
))
,
where σ > 0 is some constant.
Proof. By the Lagrange multipliers theorem, (2.2) is equivalent to that ωs,x,μ,k ∈ Ex,μ,k is a
critical point of Js(x,μ,ω) in Ex,μ,k with respect to ω.
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Js(x,μ,ω) = Js(x,μ,0)+ 〈ls,x,μ,ω〉 + 12 〈Qs,x,μω,ω〉 +Rs,x,μ(ω), ∀ω ∈ Ex,μ,k,
where ls,x,μ ∈ Ex,μ,k satisfies
〈ls,x,μ,ω〉 =
k∑
j=1
∫
Ω
D(PUxj ,μj )Dω − λ
k∑
j=1
∫
Ω
PUxj ,μj ω −
∫
Ω
(
k∑
j=1
PUxj ,μj − sϕ
)2∗−1
+
ω,
∀ω ∈ Ex,μ,k,
Qs,x,μ is a bounded linear operator from Ex,μ,k to Ex,μ,k , satisfying
〈Qs,x,μω,η〉 =
∫
Ω
DωDη − λ
∫
Ω
ωη − (2∗ − 1)
∫
Ωε
(
k∑
j=1
PUxj ,μj − sϕ1
)2∗−2
+
ωη,
∀ω,η ∈ Ex,μ,k,
and Rs,x,μ(ω) collects all the other terms, and satisfies
R
(j)
s,x,μ(ω) = O
(‖ω‖2∗−j ), j = 0,1,2.
Thus, to find a critical point for Js(x,μ,ω) in Ex,μ,k with respect to ω is equivalent to solving
ls,x,μ +Qs,x,μω +R′s,x,μ(ω) = 0. (2.3)
Let
F(l,ω) = l +Qs,x,μω +R′s,x,μ(ω), ∀l,ω ∈ Ex,μ,k.
Then F(0,0) = 0 and ∂F (0,0)
∂ω
= Qs,x,μ. By Lemma B.2, we see that Qs,x,μ is invertible in
Ex,μ,k , and there is a constant C > 0, such that ‖Q−1s,x,μ‖  C. It follows from the implicit
function theory that for each l ∈ Ex,μ,k with ‖l‖ small, there is a unique ω(l) ∈ Ex,μ,k with ‖ω‖
small, such that F(l,ω(l)) = 0.
On the other hand, since ∥∥R′s,x,μ(ω)∥∥ C‖ω‖2∗−1o(1)‖ω‖,
where o(1) → 0, as ‖l‖ → 0, we can deduce that∥∥ω(l)∥∥ C‖l‖. (2.4)
By Lemma B.1, we see that for any (x,μ) ∈ Ms,k ,
‖ls,x,μ‖ C
(
k∑( 1
μ1+σj
+ (dj s)
(1+σ)/2
μ
(1+σ)(N−2)/4 +
1
(djμj )(N−2+σ)/2
))
, (2.5)j=1 j
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ω(ls,x,μ) ∈ Ex,μ,k , such that ‖ωs,x,μ,k‖ is small, and (2.3) holds. Besides, it is easy to see that
the estimate for ‖ωs,x,μ,k‖ follows from (2.4) and (2.5). Finally, by the definition of ls,x,μ, we
can check that the map (x,μ) → ls,x,μ :Ms,k → Ex,μ,k is C1 in the topology of H 10 (Ω). Thus,
we have proved this proposition. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Take k = 1. Let
K(x,μ) = Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,1), (x,μ) ∈ Ms,1,
where ωs,x,μ,1 is the map obtained in Proposition 2.1 with k = 1.
Let H(y,x) be the regular part of the Green’s function of − in Ω , subject to the Dirichlet
boundary condition. It is well known that there is a constant c˜ > 0, such that
H(x,x) = c˜
dN−2
(
1 +O(d)),
as d := d(x, ∂Ω) → 0. See, for example, [17]. Thus, from Proposition A.2, we have
K(x,μ) = Js(x,μ,0)+O
(‖ωs,x,μ‖2)
= A− λB1
μ2
+ B2ϕ1(x)s
μ(N−2)/2
+ c0B2H(x,x)
2μN−2
+O
(
1
μ2(dμ)(N−4)/2
+ 1
(dμ)N−2+σ
+ d
(dμ)N−2
+ s
μN/2
+ 1
μ2+σ
+ (dsμ−(N−2)/2)(1+σ))
= A− λB1
μ2
+ B2(−
∂ϕ1(x¯)
∂n
)ds
μ(N−2)/2
+ c0c˜B2
2(dμ)N−2
+O
(
1
μ2(dμ)N−4)/2
+ 1
(dμ)N−2+σ
+ d
(dμ)N−2
+ s
μN/2
+ 1
μ2+σ
+ (sdμ−(N−2)/2)(1+σ)), (2.6)
where x¯ ∈ ∂Ω is the point such that |x¯ − x| = d .
Consider the following problem
min
(x,μ)∈M˜s,1
K(x,μ), (2.7)
where
M˜s,1 = Ms,1 ∩
{
x: d(x,Γ ) ∈ [c˜0s−2(N−4)/(N2−6N+4), c˜1s−2(N−4)/(N2−6N+4)]}.
Let (xs,μs) be a minimum point of problem (2.7). We will prove that (xs,μs) is an interior
point of M˜s,1. Thus (xs,μs) is a critical point of K(x,μ).
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d = bs−2(N−4)/(N2−6N+4), μ = ts2(N−2)/(N2−6N+4), b, t ∈ [c˜0, c˜1].
So, (2.6) can be rewritten as
K(x, t) = A+ f¯ (x¯, b, t)s−4(N−4)/(N2−6N+4) +O(s−4(N−4)/(N2−6N+4)−σ ), (2.8)
where
f¯ (x¯, b, t) = −λB1
t2
+ B2(−
∂ϕ1(x¯)
∂n
)b
t(N−2)/2
+ c0c˜B2
2tN−2bN−2
. (2.9)
Let
f (a, b, t) = −λB1
t2
+ B2ab
t(N−2)/2
+ c0c˜B2
2tN−2bN−2
, a ∈
[
min
y∈Γ
(
−∂ϕ1(y)
∂n
)
,max
y∈Γ
(
−∂ϕ1(y)
∂n
)]
.
We have
∂f (a, b, t)
∂b
= B2a
t(N−2)/2
− (N − 2) c0c˜B2
2tN−2bN−1
and (2.10)
∂f (a, b, t)
∂t
= 2λB1
t3
− N − 2
2
B2ab
tN/2
− (N − 2) c0c˜B2
2tN−1bN−2
. (2.11)
It follows from (2.9)–(2.11) that for each fixed a, f (a, b, t) attains its global minimum at
t (a) =
(
(N − 2)c0c˜
2
(
NB2
4λB1
)N−1)2/(N2−6N+4)
a2(N−2)/(N2−6N+4),
b(a) = 4λB1
NB2a
t(N−6)/2(a).
Moreover,
f
(
a, b(a), t (a)
)= −N2 − 6N + 4
N2 − 2N
λB1
t2(a)
= −Ca−4(N−2)/(N2−6N+4), (2.12)
where
C = (N
2 − 6N + 4)λB1
N2 − 2N
(
(N − 2)c0c˜
2
(
NB2
4λB1
)N−1)−4/(N2−6N+4)
.
So, we see that the function f (a, b, t) attains it global minimum on the set
a ∈
[
min
(
−∂ϕ1(y)
)
,max
(
−∂ϕ1(y)
)]
, b, t ∈ (0,+∞),y∈Γ ∂n y∈Γ ∂n
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a = a¯ := min
y∈Γ
(
−∂ϕ1(y)
∂n
)
, b = b(a¯), t = t (a¯).
Let x∗ ∈ Γ be a point with − ∂ϕ1(x∗)
∂n
= a¯. By our assumption, x∗ is an interior point of Γ .
Define
x˜s = x∗ − nb(a¯)s−2(N−4)/(N2−6N+4), μ˜s = t (a¯)s2(N−2)/(N2−6N+4).
From K(xs,μs)K(x˜s, μ˜s), together with (2.8), we obtain
f
(
−∂ϕ1(x¯s)
∂n
, bs, ts
)
 f
(
a¯, b(a¯), t (a¯)
)+O(s−σ ).
Since (a¯, b(a¯), t (a¯)) is the unique minimum point of f (a, b, t), we deduce from the above
relation that
−∂ϕ1(x¯s)
∂n
→ a¯, bs → b(a¯), ts → t (a¯), (2.13)
as s → +∞.
Assume x¯s → x0. Then from (2.13), we see
−∂ϕ1(x0)
∂n
= min
x∈Γ
(
−∂ϕ1(x)
∂n
)
.
Thus, by our assumption, x0 is an interior point of Γ . So, if c˜0 > 0 is small, and c˜1 > 0 is
large, then (xs,μs) is an interior point of M˜s,1, which, implies that (xs,μs) is a critical point of
K(x,μ).
So, we have proved that us = PUxs,μs + ωs,xs ,μs ,k is a solution of (1.3). From xs → x0,
μs → +∞ and ‖ωs,xs ,μs,k‖ → 0 as s → +∞, we can deduce that as s → +∞,
|Dus |2 ⇀SN/2δx0 . 
Next, we prove Theorem 1.2. We will deal with a more general case.
Let O(N) be the set of orthogonal matrices in RN . For any y ∈ RN , write y = (y′, y′′), with
y′ ∈ RN˜ , y′′ ∈ RN−N˜ , 1 N˜ N . We assume that Ω satisfies:
(1) There are a constant N˜ and a finite cyclic group
G = {id, g, . . . , gk−1},
where g ∈ O(N) with gk = id for some integer k > 1, such that g(0, y′′) = (0, y′′), GΩ =
Ω , and giy = y, for any y = (y′,0) ∈ ∂Ω , i = 1, . . . , k − 1;
(2) if y ∈ Ω , then (y1, . . . , yi−1,−yi, yi+1, . . . , yN) ∈ Ω , i = N˜ + 1, . . . ,N .
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Theorem 2.2. Suppose that N  6 and Ω satisfies (1) and (2). Let Γ be any connected
component of ∂Ω ∩ {y: y′′ = 0}. Then, (1.3) has a solution us,k , satisfying us,k(gy) = us,k(y),
us,k(y) = us,k(y′, yN˜+1, . . . , yi−1,−yi, yi+1, . . . , yN), for any y ∈ Ω , i = N˜ + 1, . . . ,N . More-
over, as s → +∞,
|Dus |2 ⇀SN/2
k−1∑
j=0
δgj x0 ,
where x0 ∈ Γ is some point satisfying − ∂ϕ1(x0)∂n = miny∈Γ (− ∂ϕ1(y)∂n ).
If Ω is a ball in RN , we can take N˜ = 2, and g the rotation of angle 2π/k in R2. Then,
Theorem 1.2 follows from Theorem 2.2.
In the rest of the section, we prove Theorem 2.2. Let us point out that Theorem 2.2 is a
symmetric version of Theorem 1.1. Before we prove Theorem 2.2, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. For any (x,μ) ∈ Ms,k , let ωs,x,μ,k be the function attained in Proposition 2.1.
Suppose that x1 = (x′,0), xj = gjx1, μj = μ1, j = 1, . . . , k. Then
ωs,x,μ,k(gy) = ωs,x,μ,k(y) and (2.14)
ωs,x,μ,k(y1, . . . , yi−1,−yi, yi+1, . . . , yN) = ωs,x,μ,k(y), i = N˜ + 1, . . . ,N. (2.15)
Moreover, the corresponding constants Aj and Bjh in (2.2) satisfy
Aj = A, Bjh = Bh, j = 1, . . . , k, h = 1, . . . , N˜, (2.16)
for some constants A and Bh, and
Bjh = 0, j = 1, . . . , k, h = N˜ + 1, . . . ,N. (2.17)
Proof. For any function ξ , denote ξ˜ (y) = ξ(gy′), where g is a mapping from RN to RN . Then,
it is easy to see that if ξ ∈ Ex,μ,k , then ξ˜ ∈ Ex,μ,k . Moreover, for any η ∈ Ex,μ,k , we have〈
∂Js(x,μ, ω˜s,x,μ,k)
∂ω
,η
〉
=
〈
∂Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,k)
∂ω
, η¯
〉
= 0,
where η¯(y) = η(g−1y′) ∈ Ex,μ,k , g−1 is the inverse of the mapping g. So, ω˜s,x,μ,k also sat-
isfies (2.2). Moreover, ‖ω˜s,x,μ,k‖ = ‖ωs,x,μ,k‖ → 0, as s → +∞. Recall that from the proof
of Proposition 2.1 we see that ωs,x,μ,k satisfies (2.2) if only if it satisfies (2.3), and for each
(x,μ) ∈ Ms,k , there is a unique ωs,x,μ,k ∈ Ex,μ,k such that ‖ωs,x,μ,k‖ is small and (2.3) holds,
so by the uniqueness, we have ω˜s,x,μ,kωs,x,μ,k . Thus, (2.14) follows. We can prove (2.15) in a
similar way.
It remains to prove (2.16) and (2.17).
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k∑
j=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂μj
,
∂(PUxi ,μi )
∂μi
〉
Aj +
k∑
j=1
N∑
h=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂xjh
,
∂(PUxi ,μi )
∂μi
〉
Bjh
=
〈
∂Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,k)
∂ω
,
∂(PUxi ,μi )
∂μi
〉
and (2.18)
k∑
j=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂μj
,
∂(PUxi ,μi )
∂xih¯
〉
Aj +
k∑
j=1
N∑
h=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂xjh
,
∂(PUxi ,μi )
∂xih¯
〉
Bjh
=
〈
∂Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,k)
∂ω
,
∂(PUxi ,μi )
∂xih¯
〉
, (2.19)
i = 1, . . . , k, h¯ = 1, . . . ,N .
Consider the following linear systems:
k∑
j=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂μj
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂μ1
〉
A+
k∑
j=1
N˜∑
h=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂xjh
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂μ1
〉
Bh
=
〈
∂Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,k)
∂ω
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂μ1
〉
and (2.20)
k∑
j=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂μj
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂x1h¯
〉
A+
k∑
j=1
N˜∑
h=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂xjh
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂x1h¯
〉
Bh
=
〈
∂Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,k)
∂ω
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂x1h¯
〉
, h¯ = 1, . . . , N˜ . (2.21)
Since
k∑
j=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂μj
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂μ1
〉
∼ 1
μ21
,
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂xjh
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂μ1
〉
= o
(
1
μ21
)
and 〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂xjh
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂x1h¯
〉
∼
{
μ2i , i = j, h = h¯;
o(μ2i +μ2j ), i = j, or h = h¯,
we see that (2.20) and (2.21) has a unique solution A and Bh.
Let Aj = A, Bjh = Bh, j = 1, . . . , k, h = 1, . . . , N˜ , Bjh = 0, j = 1, . . . , k, h = N˜+1, . . . ,N .
Then, from (2.20) and (2.21), we see that (2.18) and (2.19) hold for i = 1, h¯ = 1, . . . , N˜ .
On the other hand, by the symmetry of the domain, it is easy to check that for i = 2, . . . , k,
h¯ = 1, . . . , N˜ ,
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∂Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,k)
∂ω
,
∂(PUxi ,μi )
∂μi
〉
=
〈
∂Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,k)
∂ω
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂μ1
〉
,〈
∂Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,k)
∂ω
,
∂(PUxi ,μi )
∂xih¯
〉
=
〈
∂Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,k)
∂ω
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂x1h¯
〉
,
k∑
j=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂μj
,
∂(PUxi ,μi )
∂μi
〉
=
k∑
j=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂μj
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂μ1
〉
,
k∑
j=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂xjh
,
∂(PUxi ,μi )
∂xih¯
〉
=
k∑
j=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂xjh
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂x1h¯
〉
and
k∑
j=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂μj
,
∂(PUxi ,μi )
∂xih¯
〉
=
k∑
j=1
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂μj
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂x1h¯
〉
.
So, (2.20) and (2.21) imply that (2.18) and (2.19) also hold for i = 2, . . . , k, h¯ = 1, . . . , N˜ .
Since
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂xjh¯
is odd in xjh¯ if h¯ = N˜ + 1, . . . ,N , we deduce that for h¯ = N˜ + 1, . . . ,N ,
〈
∂Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,k)
∂ω
,
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂xjh¯
〉
= 0,
〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂xjh
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂x1h¯
〉
= 0,
j = 1, . . . , k, h = 1, . . . , N˜,
and 〈
∂(PUxj ,μj )
∂μj
,
∂(PUx1,μ1)
∂x1h¯
〉
= 0, j = 1, . . . , k.
So, both the left-hand and right-hand sides of (2.19) are zero if j = 1, . . . , k, h¯ = N˜ + 1, . . . ,N .
Thus, we have proved that (2.18) and (2.19) hold if Aj = A, Bjh = Bh, j = 1, . . . , k, h =
1, . . . , N˜ , Bjh = 0, j = 1, . . . , k, h = N˜ + 1, . . . ,N . By the uniqueness, we see that (2.16) and
(2.17) hold. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let M∗s = {(x1,μ1) ∈ M˜s,1, x = (x′,0)}. Define
K∗(x1,μ1) = K(x,μ), (x1,μ1) ∈ M∗s ,
where xj = gjx1, μj = μ1, j = 1, . . . , k, x = (x1, . . . , xk), μ = (μ1, . . . ,μk). It follows from
Proposition A.3 that we have
K∗(x1,μ1) = Is
(
k∑
j=1
PUxj ,μj
)
+O
(
1
μ2+σ1
+ (d1s)1+σμ−(1+σ)(N−2)/21 +
1
(d1μ1)N−2+σ
)
= kIs(PUx1,μ1)
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(
1
μ2+σ1
+ (d1s)1+σμ−(1+σ)(N−2)/21 +
s
μ
N/2
1
+ 1
(d1μ1)N−2+σ
)
.
Consider
min
(x1,μ1)∈M∗s
K∗(x1,μ1).
Let (xs,1,μs,1) be a minimum point of the above problem. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1,
we can deduce that (xs,1,μs,1) is an interior point of M∗s , and xs,1 → x0 with
−∂ϕ1(x0)
∂n
min
y∈Γ
(
−∂ϕ1(y)
∂n
)
.
Thus, (xs,1,μs,1) is a critical point of K∗(x1,μ1).
Let xs,j = gjxs,1, μs,j = μs,1, j = 1, . . . , k. We claim that (xs,μs) is a critical point of
K(x,μ), where xs = (xs,1, . . . , xs,k), μ = (μs,1, . . . ,μs,k).
Using (2.16) and (2.17), we find
∂K∗(x1,μ1)
∂μ1
=
k∑
j=1
(
∂Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,k)
∂μj
+
〈
Is
(
k∑
l=1
PUxl,μl +ωs,x,μ,k
)
,
∂ωs,x,μ,k
∂μj
〉)
= k ∂Js(x,μ,ωs,x,μ,k)
∂μi
−Ak
〈
∂2(PUxi,μi )
∂μ2i
,ωs,x,μ,k
〉
− k
N˜∑
h=1
Bh
〈
∂2(PUxi,μi )
∂μixih
,ωs,x,μ,k
〉
= k ∂K(x,μ)
∂μi
.
Thus, for i = 1, . . . , k, we have
∂K(xs,μs)
∂μi
= 0.
Similarly, for i = 1, . . . , k, h¯ = 1, . . . , N˜ ,
∂K(xs,μs)
∂xih¯
= 0.
Finally, for i = 1, . . . , k, h¯ = N˜ + 1, . . . ,N ,
∂K(xs,μs)
∂xih¯
= ∂Js(xs,μs,ωs,xs ,μs ,k)
∂xih¯
−A
〈
∂2(PUxs,i ,μs,i )
∂μi∂xih¯
,ωs,xs ,μs ,k
〉
−
N˜∑
Bh
〈
∂2(PUxs,i ,μs,i )
∂xih∂xih¯
,ωs,xs ,μs ,k
〉
= 0,h=1
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∂(PUxs,i ,μs,i )
∂xih¯
,
∂2(PUxs,i ,μs,i )
∂xih∂xih¯
and
∂2(PUxs,i ,μs,i )
∂μi∂xih¯
are odd in yh¯, and ωs,xs ,μs ,k is even in yh¯. Thus, (xs,μs) is a critical point of K(x,μ). So, we
have proved that (1.3) has a solution of the form
us,k =
k−1∑
j=0
PUgjxs,1,μs,1 +ωs,xs ,μs,k.
Since xs,1 → x0, μs,1 → +∞, ‖ωs,xs ,μs ,k‖ → 0 as s → +∞, we can deduce
|Dus,k|2 ⇀SN/2
k−1∑
j=0
δgj x0 ,
as s → +∞. 
Remark 2.4. Assume that ∂Ω has connected components Γj , j = 1, . . . , l. Then, using the same
technique as in the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we can show that there is an s0 > 0, such that
for s  s0, (1.3) has a solution u˜s,l , such that
|Du˜s,l |2 ⇀SN/2
l∑
j=1
δx˜j ,
for some x˜j ∈ Γj satisfying
−∂ϕ1(x˜j )
∂n
= min
y∈Γj
(
−∂ϕ1(y)
∂n
)
.
3. Profile of the mountain pass solutions
In this section, we will analyse the profile of the mountain pass solution. Let
cs = inf
u∈H 10 (Ω),u =0
max
t0
Is(tu).
First, we have:
Proposition 3.1. If N  6, then
cs < A = 1
N
SN/2
for any s > 0. Thus cs is a critical value of Is(u).
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cs max
t0
Is(tPUx,μ).
It follows from Proposition A.2 that for any x ∈ Ω with d(x, ∂Ω) c′ > 0,
Is(PUx,μ) = A− B1λ
μ2
+ B2ϕ1(x)s
μ(N−2)/2
+O
(
1
μ2+σ
+
(
s
μ(N−2)/2
)1+σ
+ s
μN/2
)
. (3.1)
On the other hand, let tx,μ be the number such that Is(tx,μPUx,μ) = maxt0 Is(tPUx,μ).
Then, it is easy to deduce that there are constants +∞ > t1 > t0 > 0, such that tx,μ ∈ [t0, t1].
Since tx,μ is the maximum point of maxt0 Is(tPUx,μ), we have
tx,μ
∫
Ω
(|DPUx,μ|2 − λ|PUx,μ|2)
=
∫
Ω
(tx,μPUx,μ − sϕ1)2∗−1+ PUx,μ
= t2∗−1x,μ
(∫
Ω
(
PUx,μ − s
tx,μ
ϕ1
)2∗
+
+
∫
Ω
(
PUx,μ − s
tx,μ
ϕ1
)2∗−1
+
s
tx,μ
ϕ1
)
. (3.2)
Similar to the proof of Proposition A.2, we see that (3.2) can be rewritten as
tx,μ
(∫
Ω
U2
∗ +O(μ−2))= t2∗−1x,μ (∫
Ω
U2
∗ +O(μ−2 + sμ−(N−2)/2)), (3.3)
which gives
tx,μ = 1 +O
(
μ−2
)
.
As a result,
I (tx,μPUx,μ) = I (PUx,μ)+ (tx,μ − 1)
〈
I ′(PUx,μ),PUx,μ
〉+O(|tx,μ − 1|2)
= I (PUx,μ)+O
(
1
μ4
)
= A− B1λ
μ2
+ B2ϕ1(x)s
μ(N−2)/2
+O
(
1
μ4
)
. (3.4)
Take x ∈ Ω close to the boundary, such that −B1λ+B2ϕ1(x)s < 0. Then, (3.3) gives
cs  I (tx,μPUx,μ) < A,
if μ> 0 is large enough. 
By Proposition 3.1 and the mountain pass lemma, we know that cs is a critical value of Is(u).
Let us be a solution of (1.3) with critical value cs . Then, we have:
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Ω
|us |2 → 0.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that there is a constant C > 0, such that∫
Ω
|Dus |2  C.
Thus, we may assume that there is a u ∈ H 10 (Ω), such that
us ⇀ u, weakly in H 1(Ω), and us → u, strongly in L2(Ω).
Since ∫
Ω
(us − sϕ1)2∗−1+ 
∫
Ω
(us −Mϕ1)2∗−1+ →
∫
Ω
(u−Mϕ1)2∗−1+ = oM(1),
where oM(1) → 0 as M → +∞, we see that u satisfies −u − λu = 0, which implies u = 0
because λ < λ1. So we have proved that∫
Ω
|us |2 → 0. 
Lemma 3.3. As s → +∞, cs → A.
Proof. Let ts > 0 be the constant, such that
t2s
2
∫
Ω
|Dus |2 − t
2∗
s
2∗
∫
Ω
|us |2∗ = max
t0
(
t2
2
∫
Ω
|Dus |2 − t
2∗
2∗
∫
Ω
|us |2∗
)
.
Then, it is easy to check that there are +∞ > t1 > t0 > 0, such that ts ∈ [t0, t1]. Thus, it follows
from Lemma 3.2 that
cs = I (us) = max
t0
I (tus) I (tsus) = t
2
s
2
∫
Ω
|Dus |2 − 12∗
∫
Ω
(tsus − sϕ1)2∗+ + o(1)
 t
2
s
2
∫
Ω
|Dus |2 − t
2∗
s
2∗
∫
Ω
|us |2∗ + o(1) = max
t0
(
t2
2
∫
Ω
|Dus |2 − t
2∗
2∗
∫
Ω
|us |2∗
)
+ o(1)
 inf
u∈H 10 (Ω),u =0
max
t0
(
t2
2
∫
|Du|2 − t
2∗
2∗
∫
|u|2∗
)
+ o(1) = A+ o(1). Ω Ω
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Lemma 3.4. As s → +∞, μs → +∞.
Proof. Suppose that μs is bounded. Then∫
Ω
(us − sϕ1)2∗−1+ us → 0
as s → +∞. As a result,(
1 − λ
λ1
)∫
Ω
|Dus |2 
∫
Ω
|Dus |2 − λ
∫
Ω
|us |2 =
∫
Ω
(us − sϕ1)2∗−1+ us → 0.
This is a contradiction to cs → A as s → +∞. 
Let xs ∈ Ω be a point with us(xs) = maxx∈Ω us(x), and let ds = d(xs, ∂Ω). Then we have:
Lemma 3.5. As s → +∞, μsds → +∞.
Proof. Suppose that μsds C < +∞. Let x¯s ∈ ∂Ω be the point, such that |x¯s − xs | = ds . Let
w¯s(y) = μ−(N−2)/2s us
(
μ−1s y + x¯s
)
.
Then, w¯s is bounded in D1,2(RN), and satisfies
−w¯s − λ
μ2s
w¯s =
(
w¯s − sμ−(N−2)/2ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + x¯s
))2∗−1
+ , in Ωx¯s,μs , (3.5)
where Ωx¯s,μs = {y: μ−1s y + x¯s ∈ Ω}.
Since Ωx¯s,μs → RN+ as s → +∞, and w¯s = 0 on ∂Ωx¯s ,μs , we may assume that there is a
w ∈ D1,20 (RN+ ), such that
w¯s ⇀w, weakly in D1,20
(
RN+
)
, and w¯s → w, in C1loc
(
RN+
)
.
Since w¯s(μs(xs − x¯s)) = 1, and μs |xs − x¯s |C, we deduce that w = 0.
Suppose that −sμ−N/2s ∂ϕ1(x¯s )∂n → ν0  0, as s → +∞, where n is the outward unit normal of
∂Ω at x¯s . Then
sμ−(N−2)/2ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + x¯s
)= −sμ−N/2s ∂ϕ1(x¯s)
∂n
(〈y,n〉 +O(μ−1s |y|2))
= (ν0 + o(1))(〈y,n〉 +O(μ−1s |y|2)). (3.6)
If ν0 = +∞, then by (3.6), noting that 〈y,n〉 = yN + o(1), where o(1) → 0 in Cloc(RN+ ), we
obtain (
w¯s − sμ−(N−2)/2ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + x¯s
)) → 0, in Cloc(RN+ ).+
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−w = 0, in RN+ .
Thus w = 0. This is a contradiction.
Suppose that ν0 = 0. Then
−w = w2∗−1, in RN+ .
Thus w = 0. This is a contradiction.
Suppose that ν0 ∈ (0,+∞). Then, from (3.6), we obtain
−w = (w − ν0yN)2∗−1+ , in RN+ . (3.7)
On the other hand, for any nontrivial solution w of (3.7), let t˜ > 0 be the constant, such that
1
2
∫
RN+
|t˜Dw|2 − 1
2∗
∫
RN+
|t˜w|2∗ = max
t0
(
1
2
∫
RN+
|tDw|2 − 1
2∗
∫
RN+
|tw|2∗
)
.
Then, we have
1
2
∫
RN+
|Dw|2 − 1
2∗
∫
RN+
(w − ν0yN)2∗+ = max
t0
(
1
2
∫
RN+
|tDw|2 − 1
2∗
∫
RN+
(tw − ν0yN)2∗+
)
 1
2
∫
RN+
|t˜Dw|2 − 1
2∗
∫
RN+
(t˜w − ν0yN)2∗+ ,
1
2
∫
RN+
|t˜Dw|2 − 1
2∗
∫
RN+
|t˜w|2∗ = max
t0
(
1
2
∫
RN+
|tDw|2 − 1
2∗
∫
RN+
|tw|2∗
)
 inf
u∈D1,2(RN+ ), u =0
max
t0
(
1
2
∫
RN+
|tDu|2 − 1
2∗
∫
RN+
|tu|2∗
)
A. (3.8)
But Is(us) < A. Thus, for R > 0 large,
A>
1
2
∫
Ω
(us − sϕ1)2∗−1+ us −
1
2∗
∫
Ω
(us − sϕ1)2∗+
= 1
N
∫
Ω
(us − sϕ1)2∗+ +
1
2
∫
Ω
(us − sϕ1)2∗−1+ sϕ1
 1
N
∫
B −1 (x¯s )∩Ω
(us − sϕ1)2∗+ +
1
2
∫
B −1 (x¯s )∩Ω
(us − sϕ1)2∗−1+ sϕ1
Rμs Rμs
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N
∫
BR(0)∩Ωx¯s ,μs
(
w¯s − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + x¯s
))2∗
+
+ 1
2
∫
BR(0)∩Ωx¯s ,μs
(
w¯s − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + x¯s
))2∗−1
+ sμ
−(N−2)/2
s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + x¯s
)
= 1
N
∫
BR(0)∩RN+
(w − ν0yN)2∗+ +
1
2
∫
BR(0)∩RN+
(w − ν0yN)2∗−1+ ν0yN + o(1)
= 1
2
∫
RN+
|Dw|2 − 1
2∗
∫
RN+
(w − ν0yN)2∗+ + os,R(1),
which implies
1
2
∫
RN+
|Dw|2 − 1
2∗
∫
RN+
(w − ν0yN)2∗+ A.
This is a contradiction to (3.8). Thus, ν0 ∈ (0,+∞) is impossible. 
Lemma 3.6. As s → +∞, ∫
Ω
∣∣D(PUxs,μs )−Dus∣∣2 → 0.
Proof. We divide the proof into three steps.
Step 1. We prove that sμ−(N−2)/2s ds → 0, and for any R > 0,
∫
B
Rμ
−1
s
(xs )
|us −PUxs,μs |2∗ → 0,
as s → +∞.
Let ws(y) = μ−(N−2)/2s us(μ−1s y + xs), Ωxs,μs = {y: μ−1s y + xs ∈ Ω}. Then, ws(0) = 1,
0ws  1,
∫
Ωxs ,μs
|Dws |2 is bounded, and
−ws − λ
μ2s
ws =
(
ws − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
))2∗−1
+ , in Ωxs,μs . (3.9)
Thus, we may assume that there is a w ∈ D1,2(RN), such that
ws ⇀w, weakly in D1,2
(
RN
)
, (3.10)
ws → w, in C1loc
(
RN
)
, (3.11)
and w satisfies
−w = 0, in RN, (3.12)
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−w = (w − c)2∗−1+ , in RN, (3.13)
if sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1(xs) → c ∈ (0,1) as s → +∞;
−w = w2∗−1, in RN, (3.14)
if sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1(xs) → 0 as s → +∞.
By (3.11) and ws(0) = 1, we know that w = 0. But (3.12) has no nontrivial solution in
D1,2(RN). So sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1(xs) 1 is impossible. Since w is radially symmetric, by using the
Pohozaev identity in Br0(0), where r0 > 0 is the number satisfying w(x) = c if |x| = r0, we can
check that (3.13) has no nontrivial solution in D1,2(RN) either. Thus sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1(xs) → c ∈
(0,1) is impossible. Thus, we have proved that sμ−(N−2)/2s ds ∼ sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1(xs) → 0. From
(3.14), we deduce
w = U.
From (3.11) and (3.14), we see that∫
B
Rμ
−1
s
(xs )
|us − PUxs,μs |2
∗ =
∫
B
Rμ
−1
s
(xs )
|us −Uxs,μs |2
∗ + o(1)
=
∫
BR(0)
|ws −U |2∗ + o(1) = o(1).
Step 2. We prove that for any R > 0 large,
∫
Ω\B
μ
−1
s R
(xs )
|us |2∗ = os,R(1), where os,R(1) → 0
as s → +∞ and R → +∞.
We have
A+ o(1) = Is(us) = 12
∫
Ω
(us − sϕ1)2∗−1+ us −
1
2∗
∫
Ω
(us − sϕ1)2∗+
= 1
2
∫
Ωxs ,μs
(
ws − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
))2∗−1
+ ws
− 1
2∗
∫
Ωxs ,μs
(
ws − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
))2∗
+ . (3.15)
On the other hand, by step 1, we have
1
2
∫ (
ws − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
))2∗−1
+ wsBR(0)
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2∗
∫
BR(0)
(
ws − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
))2∗
+
= 1
N
∫
BR(0)
U2
∗ + os(1) = A+ os,R(1). (3.16)
Combining (3.15) and (3.16), we are led to
1
2
∫
Ωxs ,μs \BR(0)
(
ws − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
))2∗−1
+ ws
− 1
2∗
∫
Ωxs ,μs \BR(0)
(
ws − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
))2∗
+ = os,R(1). (3.17)
From (3.17), we find
1
N
∫
Ωxs ,μs \BR(0)
(
ws − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
))2∗
+
+ 1
2
∫
Ωxs ,μs \BR(0)
(
ws − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
))2∗−1
+ sμ
−(N−2)/2
s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
)= os,R(1),
which implies ∫
Ωxs ,μs \BR(0)
(
ws − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
))2∗
+ = os,R(1) and (3.18)
∫
Ωxs ,μs \BR(0)
(
ws − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
))2∗−1
+ sμ
−(N−2)/2
s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
)= os,R(1).
(3.19)
Thus ∫
Ωxs ,μs \BR(0)
w2
∗
s
=
∫
Ωxs ,μs \BR(0)
(
ws − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
))2∗
+
+O
( ∫
Ωxs ,μs \BR(0)
(
ws − sμ−(N−2)/2s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
))2∗−1
+ sμ
−(N−2)/2
s ϕ1
(
μ−1s y + xs
))
= os,R(1), (3.20)
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Ω\B
μ
−1
s R
(xs )
u2
∗
s = os,R(1). (3.21)
Step 3. As s → +∞, ∫
Ω
|DPUxx,μs −Dus |2 → 0.
By steps 1 and 2, we have∫
Ω
|DPUxx,μs −Dus |2
=
∫
Ω
U2
∗−1
xx,μs
PUxx,μs − 2
∫
Ω
(us − sϕ1)2∗−1+ (PUxx,μs − us)−
∫
Ω
(us − sϕ1)2∗−1+ us + o(1)
=
∫
B
μ
−1
s R
(xs )
U2
∗−1
xx,μs
PUxx,μs − 2
∫
B
μ
−1
s R
(xs )
(us − sϕ1)2∗−1+ (PUxx,μs − us)
−
∫
B
μ
−1
s R
(xs )
(us − sϕ1)2∗−1+ us + o(1)+ os,R(1)
=
∫
RN
U2
∗ + o(1)−
( ∫
RN
U2
∗ + o(1)
)
= o(1). 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. It follows from Lemma 3.6 that us can be written as
us = PUx˜s,μ˜s +ωs, (3.22)
where
ωs ∈ Ex˜s,μ˜s =:
{
ω ∈ H 10 (Ω):
〈
∂PUx˜s ,μ˜s
∂μ
,ω
〉
=
〈
∂PUx˜s ,μ¯s
∂xh
,ω
〉
= 0, h = 1, . . . ,N
}
,
‖ωs‖ → 0, μsμ˜s → 1, and μsμ˜s |x˜s − xs |2 → 0 as s → +∞. See, for example, [2,17].
We claim that
Is(us) = A− B1λ
μ˜2s
+ B2ϕ1(x˜s)s
μ˜
(N−2)/2
s
+O
(
1
μ˜2+σs
+
(
sd˜s
μ˜
(N−2)/2
s
)1+σ
+ s
μ˜
N/2
s
)
, (3.23)
where d˜s = d(x˜s, ∂Ω).
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Qsωs = −λPUx˜s,μ˜s +
(
Ux˜s,μ˜s − (PUx˜s ,μ˜s − sϕ1)2
∗−1+
)
+ (PUx˜s ,μ˜s − sϕ1 +ωs)2
∗−1+ − (PUx˜s ,μ˜s − sϕ1)2
∗−1+
− (2∗ − 1)(PUx˜s ,μ˜s − sϕ1)2
∗−2+ ωs,
where Qsω = −ω − λω − (2∗ − 1)(PUx˜s ,μ˜s − sϕ1)2
∗−2+ ω.
Let ls ∈ Ex˜s,μ˜s be a point, such that
〈ls , η〉 = −λ
∫
Ω
PUx˜s ,μ˜s η +
∫
Ω
(
Ux˜s,μ˜s − (PUx˜s ,μ˜s − sϕ1)2
∗−1+
)
η, ∀η ∈ Ex˜s,μ˜s .
So, for any η ∈ Ex˜s,μ˜s , ∣∣〈Qsωs, η〉∣∣ ‖ls‖‖η‖ +C‖ωs‖2∗−1‖η‖,
which gives
‖Qsωs‖ ‖ls‖ +C‖ωs‖2∗−1.
It follows from Lemma B.2 that
ρ‖ωs‖ ‖Qsωs‖ ‖ls‖ +C‖ωs‖2∗−1.
Since ‖ωs‖ → 0, we obtain from the above relation and Lemma B.1 that
‖ωs‖ C‖ls‖ C
(
1
μ˜1+σs
+
(
sd˜s
μ˜
(N−2)/2
s
)(1+σ)/2
+ 1
(d˜sμ˜s)(N−2+σ)/2
)
. (3.24)
From (3.24) and Proposition A.2, we obtain
Is(us) = I (PUx˜s ,μ˜s +ωs) = I (PUx˜s ,μ˜s )+ 〈ls ,ωs〉 +O
(‖ωs‖2)
= A− B1λ
μ˜2s
+ B2ϕ1(x˜s)s
μ˜
(N−2)/2
s
+O
(
1
μ˜2+σs
+
(
sd˜s
μ˜
(N−2)/2
s
)1+σ
+ s
μ˜
N/2
s
+ 1
(d˜sμ˜s)N−2+σ
)
.
Thus, (3.23) follows.
For any (x,μ) ∈ Ms,1, it follows from (3.4) that
max
t0
I (tPUx,μ) = A− B1λ
μ2
+ B2ϕ1(x)s
μ(N−2)/2
+O
(
1
μ2+σ
+
(
sd
μ(N−2)/2
)1+σ
+ s
μN/2
)
.
Since
Is(us) = cs max I (tPUx,μ),
t0
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−B1λ
μ˜2s
+ B2ϕ1(x˜s)s
μ˜
(N−2)/2
s
+O
(
1
μ˜2+σs
+
(
sd˜s
μ˜
(N−2)/2
s
)1+σ
+ s
μ˜
N/2
s
+ 1
(d˜sμ˜s)N−2+σ
)
−B1λ
μ2
+ B2ϕ1(x)s
μ(N−2)/2
+O
(
1
μ2+σ
+
(
sd
μ(N−2)/2
)1+σ
+ s
μN/2
)
. (3.25)
Let
d = bs−2(N−4)/(N2−6N+4), d˜ = b˜s−2(N−4)/(N2−6N+4), b, b˜ ∈ (0,+∞),
and
μ = ts2(N−2)/(N2−6N+4), μ˜ = t˜ s2(N−2)/(N2−6N+4), t, t˜ ∈ (0,+∞).
Then, (3.25) is equivalent to
f¯ (x¯s , b˜s , t˜s )+ o(1) f¯ (x¯, b, t)+ o(1), (3.26)
where o(1) → 0 as s → ∞, x¯s , x¯ ∈ ∂Ω are the points such that |x¯s − x˜s | = d(x˜s, ∂Ω) and
|x − x¯| = d(x, ∂Ω), respectively, and f¯ (x¯, b, t) is the function defined in (2.9).
Using (3.26), we can prove in a similar way as in Theorem 1.1 that
−∂ϕ1(x¯s)
∂n
→ a∗ =: min
y∈∂Ω
(
−∂ϕ1(y)
∂n
)
, b˜s → b(a∗), t˜s → t (a∗),
as s → +∞. So, (i) follows. By (3.22), and x˜s → x0, μ˜s → +∞ and ‖ωs‖ → 0 as s → +∞, we
see (ii) holds. 
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Appendix A. Basic estimates
Let xj ∈ Ω and μj > 0. In this section, we always assume that μjdj is large, and sdj
μ
(N−2)/2
j
is
small, where dj = d(xj , ∂Ω). Denote
ψxj ,μj = Uxj ,μj − PUxj ,μj .
326 G. Li et al. / J. Differential Equations 227 (2006) 301–332Lemma A.1. Let H(y,xj ) be the regular part of the Green’s function. We have the following
expansion for ψxj ,μj :
ψxj ,μj (y) =
c0H(y,xj )
μ
(N−2)/2
j
(
1 +O
(
1
(djμj )2
))
.
Proof. This result is known. See [17]. 
Proposition A.2. Assume N  5. We have
I (PUxj ,μj ) = A−
B1λ
μ2j
+ B2ϕ1(xj )s
μ(N−2)/2
+ c0B2H(xj , xj )
2μN−2
+O
(
1
(djμj )N−2+σ
+ 1
μ2j (djμj )
(N−4)/2 +
(
sdj
μ
(N−2)/2
j
)1+σ
+ s
μ
N/2
j
)
,
where
B1 = 12
∫
RN
U2, B2 =
∫
RN
U2
∗−1,
σ is some positive constant, and
A = 1
2
∫
RN
|DU |2 − 1
2∗
∫
RN
U2
∗
.
Proof. By Lemma A.1, we have
1
2
∫
Ω
|DPUxj ,μj |2 =
1
2
∫
Ω
U2
∗−1
xj ,μj
PUxj ,μj =
1
2
∫
Ω
U2
∗
xj ,μj
− 1
2
∫
Ω
U2
∗−1
xj ,μj
ψxj ,μj
= 1
2
∫
RN
U2
∗ − c0B2H(xj , xj )
2μN−2
+O
(
1
(djμj )N−2+σ
)
. (A.1)
On the other hand, since N  5, we have∫
Ω
U2xj ,μj =
∫
RN
U2xj ,μj +O
( ∫
RN\Bdj (xj )
U2xj ,μj
)
= 1
μ2j
∫
RN
U2 +O
(
1
μ2j (djμj )
N−4
)
,
∫
Ω
ψ2xj ,μj =
∫
Bdj (xj )
ψ2xj ,μj +
∫
Ω\Bdj (xj )
ψ2xj ,μj

CdNj
d
2(N−2)
j μ
N−2
j
+ C
μN−2j
∫
Ω\Bd (xj )
1
|y − xj |2(N−2) 
C
μ2j (djμj )
N−4 andj
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Ω
Uxj ,μj |ψxj ,μj |
(∫
Ω
U2xj ,μj
)1/2(∫
Ω
ψ2xj ,μj
)1/2
= O
(
1
μ2j (djμj )
(N−4)/2
)
.
As a result, ∫
Ω
(PUxj ,μj )
2 = 1
μ2j
∫
RN
U2 +O
(
1
μ2j (djμj )
(N−4)/2
)
. (A.2)
Now we estimate
∫
Ω
(PUxj ,μj − sϕ1)2∗+ . For any b > 0, we have
(a − b)2∗+ = a2
∗
+ − 2∗a2
∗−1+ b +O
(
a2
∗−1−σ+ b1+σ
)
,
for σ ∈ (0,1). Thus,∫
Ω
(PUxj ,μj − sϕ1)2
∗
+
=
∫
Ω
(Uxj ,μj − sϕ1)2
∗
+ − 2∗
∫
Ω
(Uxj ,μj − sϕ1)2
∗−1+ ψxj ,μj
+O
(∫
Ω
(Uxj ,μj − sϕ1)2
∗−1−σ+ ψ1+σxj ,μj
)
=
∫
Ω
(Uxj ,μj − sϕ1)2
∗
+ − 2∗
∫
Ω
(Uxj ,μj − sϕ1)2
∗−1+ ψxj ,μj +O
(
1
(djμj )N−2+σ
)
. (A.3)
But ∫
Ω
(Uxj ,μj − sϕ1)2
∗
+ =
∫
Ω
U2
∗
xj ,μj
− 2∗s
∫
Ω
U2
∗−1
xj ,μj
ϕ1 +O
(
s1+σ
∫
Ω
U2
∗−1−σ
xj ,μj
ϕ1+σ1
)
=
∫
Ω
U2
∗
xj ,μj
− 2∗s
∫
Ω
U2
∗−1
xj ,μj
ϕ1 +O
(
(dj s)
1+σμ−(1+σ)(N−2)/2j
)
=
∫
RN
U2
∗ − 2∗
∫
RN
U2
∗−1sμ−(N−2)/2j ϕ1(xj )
+O
(
1
(djμj )N
+ s
μ
N/2
j
+ (sdj )
1+σ
μ
(1+σ)(N−2)/2
j
)
. (A.4)
Similarly, we have∫
(Uxj ,μj − sϕ1)2
∗−1+ ψxj ,μj
∫
U2
∗−1
xj ,μj
ψxj ,μj +O
(∫
U2
∗−1−σ
xj ,μj
(sϕ1)
σψxj ,μj
)
Ω Ω Ω
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μ
(N−2)/2
j
∫
Ω
U2
∗−1
xj ,μj
+O
(
1
(djμj )N−2+σ
+ (sdj )
σ
μ
(1+σ)(N−2)/2
j μ
(N−2)/2
j d
N−2
j
)
= c0B2H(xj , xj )
μN−2j
+O
(
1
(djμj )N−2+σ
+ (sdj )
1+σ
μ
(1+σ)(N−2)/2
j
)
. (A.5)
Combining (A.3)–(A.5), we are led to∫
Ω
(PUxj ,μj − sϕ1)2
∗
+ =
∫
RN
U2
∗ − 2∗B2sμ−(N−2)/2ϕ1(xj )− 2∗ c0B2H(xj , xj )
μN−2
+O
(
(sdj )
1+σμ−(1+σ)(N−2)/2j +
1
(djμj )N−2+σ
+ s
μ
N/2
j
)
. (A.6)
It is easy to see that the result follows from (A.1), (A.2) and (A.6). 
Proposition A.3. Assume N  5. Then, for any (x,μ) ∈ Ms,k , we have
Is
(
k∑
j=1
PUxj ,μj
)
=
k∑
j=1
Is(PUxj ,μj )
+O
(
k∑
j=1
(
1
(djμj )N−2+σ
+ 1
μ2j (djμj )
(N−4)/2 +
(
sdj
μ
(N−2)/2
j
)1+σ
+ s
μ
N/2
j
))
.
Proof. It follows from [16, Proposition A.3] that
Is
(
k∑
j=1
PUxj ,μj
)
=
k∑
j=1
Is(PUxj ,μj )
+O
(
k∑
j=1
(
1
(djμj )N−2+σ
+ 1
μ2j (djμj )
(N−4)/2 +
(
sdj
μ
(N−2)/2
j
)1+σ
+ s
μ
N/2
j
))
+O
(∑
j =i
1
μ
(N−2)/2
i μ
(N−2)/2
j |xi − xj |N−2
)
.
Since |xi − xj | τ > 0, we see that result follows. 
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Let ls,x,μ ∈ Ex,μ,k be such that
〈ls,x,μ,ω〉 =
∫
Ω
k∑
j=1
D(PUxj ,μj )Dω − λ
∫
Ω
k∑
j=1
PUxj ,μj ω −
∫
Ω
(
k∑
j=1
PUxj ,μj − sϕ
)2∗−1
+
ω,
∀ω ∈ Ex,μ,k.
Then, we have:
Lemma B.1. We have
〈ls,x,μ,ω〉O
(
k∑
j=1
(
1
μ1+σj
+ (dj s)
(1+σ)/2
μ
(1+σ)(N−2)/4
j
+ 1
(djμj )(N−2+σ)/2
))
‖ω‖,
where σ > 0 is a constant.
Proof. For any ω ∈ Ex,μ,k , we have
〈ls,x,μ,ω〉 =
∫
Ω
(
k∑
j=1
U2
∗−1
xj ,μj
−
(
k∑
j=1
PUxj ,μj − sϕ1
)2∗−1
+
)
ω − λ
k∑
j=1
∫
Ω
PUxj ,μj ω
=
∫
Ω
(
k∑
j=1
(PUxj ,μj − sϕ1)2
∗−1 −
(
k∑
j=1
PUxj ,μj − sϕ1
)2∗−1
+
)
ω
+
k∑
j=1
∫
Ω
(
U2
∗−1
xj ,μj
− (PUxj ,μj − sϕ1)2
∗−1)ω − λ k∑
j=1
∫
Ω
PUxj ,μj ω. (B.1)
Firstly,
∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
PUxj ,μj ω
∣∣∣∣ ∫
Ω
Uxj ,μj |ω| C
(∫
Ω
U
2N/(N+2)
xj ,μj
)(N+2)/2N
‖ω‖ C
μ2j lnμj
‖ω‖. (B.2)
Then, using Lemma A.1, we obtain∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
(
U2
∗−1
xj ,μj
− (PUxj ,μj − sϕ1)2
∗−1+
)
ω
∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∫ (U2∗−1xj ,μj − (Uxj ,μj − sϕ1)2∗−1+ )ω∣∣∣∣+O(∫ U2∗−2xj ,μj ψxj ,μj |ω|)
Ω Ω
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∫
Ω
U
2∗−1− 12 −σ
xj ,μj (sϕ1)
1
2 +σ |ω| +O
(
1
μ
(N−2+σ)/2
j
)
‖ω‖
C
(
1
μ
(N−2+σ)/2
j
+ (sdjμ−(N−2)/2j ) 12 +σ)‖ω‖. (B.3)
Finally, from |xi − xj | τ > 0, i = j , we see
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω
(
k∑
j=1
(PUxj ,μj − sϕ1)2
∗−1+ −
(
k∑
j=1
PUxj ,μj − sϕ1
)2∗−1
+
)
ω
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω
(
k∑
j=1
(PUxj ,μj )
2∗−1 −
(
k∑
j=1
PUxj ,μj
)2∗−1)
ω
∣∣∣∣∣
+O
(
k∑
j=1
1
μ
(N−2)( 12 +σ)
j
+
k∑
j=1
(
dj sμ
−(N−2)/2
j
) 1
2 +σ
)
‖ω‖
 C
(
k∑
j=1
1
μ
(N−2)( 12 +σ)
j
+
k∑
j=1
(
dj sμ
−(N−2)/2
j
) 1
2 +σ
)
‖ω‖. (B.4)
So the result follows from (B.1)–(B.4). 
Let Qs,x,μ be a bounded linear operator from Ex,μ,k to Ex,μ,k , satisfying
〈Qs,x,μω,η〉 =
∫
Ω
DωDη − λ
∫
Ω
ωη − (2∗ − 1)
∫
Ω
(
k∑
j=1
PUxj ,μj − sϕ1
)2∗−2
+
ωη.
Lemma B.2. There is a constant ρ > 0, independent of s, (x,μ) ∈ Ms,k , such that
‖Qs,x,μω‖ ρ‖ω‖, ω ∈ Ex,μ,k. (B.5)
Proof. We just sketch the proof of the above claim, since it is similar to [16]. We argue by
contradiction. Suppose that there are sn → +∞, (xn,μn) ∈ Msn and ωn ∈ Exn,μn,k , such that
‖Qsn,xnμnωn‖ = o(1)‖ωn‖, (B.6)
where o(1) → 0 as n → +∞. In (B.6), we may assume ‖ωn‖ = 1.
Let ω˜n,j (y) = μ−(N−2)/2n,j ωn(μ−1n,j y + xn,j ). Then ω˜n,j is bounded in D1,2(RN). As a result,
we may assume that there is an ω ∈ D1,2(RN), such that as n → +∞,
ω˜n,j ⇀ ω, weakly in D1,2
(
RN
)
. (B.7)
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−ω = (2∗ − 2)U2∗−2ω, in RN,
and 〈ω, ∂U
∂μ
〉〈ω, ∂U
∂xi
〉 = 0, i = 1, . . . ,N . Then we can prove that ω = 0. As a result,∫
B
μ
−1
n,j
R
(xn,j )
ω2n = o(1),
for any R > 0, which implies that
∫
Ω
(
k∑
j=1
PUxn,j ,μn,j − sϕ1
)2∗−2
+
|ωn|2 = o(1). (B.8)
Combining (B.6) and (B.8), we are led to∫
Ω
(DωnDη − λωnη) = o(1)‖η‖, ∀η ∈ Exn,μn,k. (B.9)
Since ωn is bounded in H 10 (Ω), we may assume that there is an ω
∗ ∈ H 10 (Ω), such that
ωn ⇀ω
∗, weakly in H 10 (Ω).
From (B.9), we can deduce∫
Ω
(Dω∗Dη − λω∗η) = 0, ∀η ∈ H 10 (Ω). (B.10)
Since λ is not an eigenvalue, we obtain ω∗ = 0. Thus ∫
Ω
ω2n = o(1), which, together with (B.9),
gives ∫
Ω
|Dωn|2 = o(1).
This is a contradiction. 
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